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Experienced radio amateurs know that before you install the device in an electrolytic capacitor is a
good idea to verify its proper operation. This is especially important if the capacitor was removed
from the spent its earlier technology. Check with an ohmmeter does not give a complete picture of
serviceability of capacitors, it can be used only to state circuit and an approximate capacity. But
this argument as an equivalent series resistance directly affects the quality of the capacitor can not
be defined.
And so what is the equivalent series resistance. Electrolytic capacitors represent a complex
electrochemical device which is located inside a liquid electrolyte and foil, to which by means of
riveting and spot welding joining chemically incompatible conclusions. So over time and under
the influence of chemical processes and the currents flowing through the condenser, the contact in
place of spot welding is broken and increases its resistance to tens of ohms. This is similar to the
accession of a capacitor in series with the resistance, and hence the deterioration of its charge-
discharge characteristics. Thereby increasing the heating condenser and a further increase in
resistance. These failures often arise if the capacitor operates at high frequencies, such as a voltage
converter.
Measure the equivalent resistance must be at frequencies of 50-100 kHz as
at a given frequency, the capacitance does not affect the resistance of the measured circuit. At
these frequencies, the device will determine the resistance of contact with the plates, as the
reactance of capacitance at these frequencies is practically zero.
An important parameter meter is to determine the equivalent resistance of the capacitor in the
circuit board without watering. This is easily solved if the metering circuit voltage will not exceed
the threshold for opening of transistors and diodes, and be within 0,2-0,4 volts.
The scheme of the meter shown in Fig1 and is a digital ohmmeter operating at variable voltage
frequency of 100 kHz and can measure the resistance from 0 to 25.5 ohms. It consists of a power
supply T1, VD1-VD4, D1, C2, C5, C6, crystal oscillator ZQ1, C7, C8 on the frequency of
20MHz, a voltage reference D2, R2, the amplifier output current of VT1, VT2, amplitude limiters
VD5, VD7, step-up transformer T2, half-wave rectifier VD6, C3, D3, and a microcontroller circuit
indication HG1, VT3-VT5, R5-R15.
After the power supply, the output of the microcontroller RA0 is configured as an analog-digital
converter, which are displayed at a three-digit LED array HG1. The output of the microcontroller
RC2 issued a meander with a frequency of 100 kHz which is fed through a resistor R3 to the
current amplifier for VT1, VT2 load which is a resistor R1, as well as diodes VD5, VD7, included
back-to-parallel to limit the amplitude on the measured capacitance. Next, meander passing
through the capacitor C1 and the measured capacitance Cx is supplied to the primary winding of
step-up transformer T2. Secondary winding pulses VD6 rectifying diodes and smoothing capacitor
C3. Then a constant voltage over the divider R4 to an analog-digital converter located in the
microcontroller D3. Capacitance C9 is necessary for filtering high-frequency emissions and
interference.





Fig1.

The details: The transformer T1 capacity of 3.2 watts and secondary are 12.9 volts. T2 is wound
on a ferrite ring M2000NM brand and size K10h6H3. The primary winding is wound around a
wire diameter of 0.26 mm, and consists of 42 turns. The secondary winding contains 700vitkov
wire diameter of 0.08 mm. Resistor R4 CP5-3 type. Capacitors C6-C9 any ceramic. C1, C4-type
K73-17 but in a pinch you can put and electrolytic. Electrolytic capacitors such as C50-35. TL431
voltage reference with a voltage of 2.5 volts of stabilization, at least you can replace trimmer 10K
resistor one terminal is connected to a 5 to 0 in the other, as central to the RA3 and expose it to
2.5.
Establishment: connect to Clem Cx resistor of 5.1 ohms, and adjustable resistor R4 achieve
compliance with the indicator.
Firmware is the program in table 1. program at asemblere here
In conclusion, it should be noted that the measured capacitance must be discharged otherwise
possible failure of the microcontroller.

Tabl1.
020000040000FA
: 020000001C28BA
: 020008000900ED
: 100020008A0182073F3406345B344F3466346D34C2
: 100030007D3407347F346F348312031385018601C6
: 100040008701970191018316313092008312183095
: 1000500095008B0183160B30850000308600003040
: 1000600087008C018D018030810005309F00831254
: 100070008C010C3097000430920000309000013069
: 10008000A1006400722081309F0072201F1564005F
: 100090001F1947281E08FE218A017720211C592894
: 1000A0008712220810207F39860087172110A1149B
: 1000B0007128A11C65288713230810207F3986002A
: 1000C00086170717A11021157128211D7128071304
: 1000D000240810207F3986008613871621112114E9
: 1000E000892041283C30A500A50B74280800A200F7
: 1000F000A301A4010A302202031C8128A200A30A42
: 100100007A280A302302031C8828A300A40A812825
: 0401100008000800DB
: 0403FC008A148207D6
: 10040000FF34FF34FF34FF34FF34FF34FF34FF3454
: 10041000FF34FF34FF34FF34FF34FF34FF34FF3444
: 10042000FF34FF34FF34FF34FF34FF34FF34FF3434
: 10043000FF34FF34FF34FF34FF34FF34FF34FF3424
: 10044000FF34FF34FF34FF34FF34FF34FF34FF3414
: 10045000FF34FF34FF34FF34FF34FF34FF34FF3404
: 10046000FF34FF34FF34FF34FF34FF34FF34FF34F4
: 10047000FF34FF34FF34FF34FF34FF34FF34FF34E4
: 10048000FF34FF34FF34FF34FF34FF34FF34FF34D4
: 10049000FF34FF34FF34FF34FF34FF34FF34FF34C4
: 1004A000FF34FF34FF34FF34FF34FF34FF34FF34B4
: 1004B000FF34FF34FF34FF34FF34FF34FF34FF34A4



: 1004C000FF34FF34FF34FF34FF34FF34FF34FF3494
: 1004D000FF34FF34FF34FF34FF34FF34FF34FF3484
: 1004E000FF34FF34FF34FF34FF34FF34FF34FF3474
: 1004F000FF34FF34FF34FF34FF34FF34FF34FF3464
: 10050000FF34FF34FF34FF34FF34FF34FF34FF3453
: 10051000FF34FF34FF34FF34FF34FF34FF34FF3443
: 10052000FF34FD34FA34F534F034EB34E634E1349E
: 10053000DC34D734D234CD34C834C534C234BE34BC
: 10054000BB34B834B434B134AF34AD34AA34A73486
: 10055000A534A334A0349D349B3499349634933419
: 1005600091348F348C3489348734853482347F34A9
: 100570007D347B3478347534733471346E346C3438
: 100580006A3468346634643461345F345D345A34B8
: 10059000583456345434523450344E344C344A3433
: 1005A0004834463445344334413440343E343C349A
: 1005B0003B343934373435343434323430342E34F7
: 1005C0002C342A342834263425342334223420345D
: 1005D0001F341E341D341C341A34193417341534A6
: 1005E00014341334123410340F340E340D340B34ED
: 1005F0000A3409340834073406340534033400342B
: 02400E00460F5B
: 00000001FF
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